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	Brain and mind continue to be a topic of enormous scientific interest. With the recent advances in measuring instruments such as two-photon laser scanning microscopy and fMRI, the neuronal connectivity and circuitry of how the brain's various regions are hierarchically interconnected and organized are better understood now than ever before. By reverse engineering the brain, computer scientists hope to build cognitively intelligent systems that will revolutionize the artificial intelligence paradigm.


	Brain-Mind Machinery provides a walkthrough to the world of brain-inspired computing and mind-related questions. Bringing together diverse viewpoints and expertise from multidisciplinary communities, the book explores the human quest to build a thinking machine with human-like capabilities. Readers will acquire a first-hand understanding of the brain and mind mechanisms and machineries, as well as how much we have progressed in and how far we are from building a truly general intelligent system like the human brain.


	Contents: The Brain: The Center of Attraction; Neurons and Synapses: The Key to Memory and Learning; The Cortex Architecture: The Building Block of Intelligence; Many Faces of Memories -- Investigating the Human Multiple Memory Systems; Learning Like a Human: How Does Learning Take Place in Our Brain?; Emotion and Cognition; Laminar Computing; Probabilistic Computing: The Bayesian Mind; Thinking Machine: Higher Theories of Brain and Commonsense Knowledge Generation; Modeling the Entire Brain: Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures; Are We There? What Can the Computer Do Today and Tomorrow?; Brain -- A Forest Not Totally Explored: What are Some of the Issues?; Understanding the Brain to Build Intelligent Systems; Conclusions -- The Mind That Matters.
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Nursing Procedures (Springhouse, Nursing Procedures)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The newly revised Fourth Edition of this popular and widely used reference is a start-to-finish guide for nearly 400 basic and advanced nursing procedures. It provides step-by-step instructions for each procedure, explains how to use and troubleshoot equipment, and presents key information on rationales, cautions, complications,...
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Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation: Principles and Practice (2 Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The gold-standard physical medicine and rehabilitation text is now in its Fourth Edition—with thoroughly updated content and a more clinical focus. More than 150 expert contributors—most of them new to this edition—address the full range of issues in contemporary physical medicine and rehabilitation and present...
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Monitoring and Intervention for the Critically Ill Small Animal: The Rule of 20John Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Monitoring and Intervention for the Critically Ill Small Animal: The Rule of 20 offers guidance for assessing the patient, interpreting diagnostic test results, and selecting appropriate monitoring procedures.

	
		Based on Rebecca Kirby’s time-tested Rule of 20, with a chapter devoted to each item on the...
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Programming the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture: Examples and Best PracticesVervante, 2008

In this IBM® Redbooks® publication, we provide an introduction to the Cell Broadband Engine™ (Cell/B.E.™ ) platform. We show detailed samples from real-world application development projects and provide tips and best practices for programming Cell/B.E. applications. 

We also describe...
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Cloud Computing Basics: A Non-Technical IntroductionApress, 2021

	Ever since my childhood I had a fascination with clouds. Real clouds up in the sky, white and fluffy or gray and gloomy, afforded an ever-present drama unfolding above for the curious spectator looking toward the heavens, as inquisitive children are wont to do. Maybe it was because of ample exposure to the perennial cloudiness of my native...
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Python and AWS CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you intend to use Amazon Web Services (AWS) for remote computing and storage, Python is an ideal programming language for developing applications and controlling your cloud-based infrastructure. This cookbook gets you started with more than two dozen recipes for using Python with AWS, based on the author’s boto library.
...
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